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Professional beginning with Bridgestone Vietnam 
 
After the record inauguration of 06 Passenger Tire Care Service Centers B-select and B-shop 
simultaneously at the end of January, Bridgestone continued opening B-shop Khang Ngo in 
Tan An City, Long An province only one week before Tet. The number of 46 Passenger Tire 
Care Service Centers nationwide promises a potential year for the Vietnam tire industry in an 
effort to upgrade the service standards and reach out to more customers.     
 
Not only offering the best valued products and quality services, B-shop Khang Ngo also 
provides its customers with the travel comfort for Tet holiday by giving a gift of 01 travel 
pillow for any purchase of 02 Bridgestone tires from 06 to 11 February 2018.  

Located in the administration center of Long An province, B-shop Khang Ngo is convenient for 
customers coming to take car and tire care. 

 
Professional right from the start 
 
Realizing the potential of the automobile and spare parts market in Long An, with the passion 
for cars and a modern mindset, Mr. Ngo Dinh Khai - Director of B-shop Khang Ngo has 
cooperated with Bridgestone - the world's leading tire company, to build up a Passenger Tire 
Service Center  to be "professional right from the start". As the first professional tire service 
center in the province, B-shop Khang Ngo has introduced genuine products and globally 
qualified services to local car owners, setting new standards for other tire shops in both Long 
An and the surrounding areas. 
 
"I entered the tire business since last year when the industry already had dramatical changes. 
Therefor, I wanted to apply a professional model to B-shop Khang Ngo right from the first day 
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to quickly catch up the trend. Thanks to the cooperation with Bridgestone, B-shop Khang Ngo 
can provide quality service from the beginning, be confident in developing the reputation and 
capture the potential of the regional market,” said Mr. Ngo Dinh Khai, Director of B-shop 
Khang Ngo. 
 

 
With modern equipment and professional technicians, B-shop Khang Ngo can take quick and 

appropriate solutions for all tire problems 
 
B-shop Khang Ngo is located at Number 01, street 28, ward 6, Tan An city, Long An province, 
in parallel with Hung Vuong street, a prime location in the administration center of the 
province. With an area of 450m2, B-shop Khang Ngo can serve 04 vehicles at the same time. 
The technicians at B-shop Khang Ngo are carefully recruited and trained to ensure 
professional performance. Coming to B-shop Khang Ngo, customers will experience quick and 
precise car and tire care services executed by modern equipment such as Corghi ruler from 
Europe, tire changer and wheel balancer, etc. 
 
Leading service center network  
 
With the leading market share in Vietnam, Bridgestone has been continuously expanding its 
network of Premium Passenger Tire Service Center to make its products and brand known to 
more end-users. Thanks to an extensive network throughout the country, Bridgestone has 
become more flexible and responsive to the demands of the market. 
 
General features of the tire service center are modern facilities in wide areas and at 
convenient locations. Under Bridgestone standards, B-select and B-shop are equipped with 
specialized machinery to serve the diverse needs of customers in one-stop visit. Moreover, 
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the high-skilled technicians and professional staffs are the solid foundation to keep the 
network grow sustainably. 
 
In the end, customers are the ones who benefit the most from these features, enjoying high 
quality services and the peace of mind at each visit either for tire check, repair or tire change. 
With higher incomes, car owners become more demanding. They will feel satisfied with the 
quality products and services at Bridgestone’s network of Passenger Tire Service Centers. 
 

 
Visiting B-shop Khang Ngo, customers receives the best car services 

 
On the opening occasion of B-shop Khang Ngo, with the desire to prepare customers for 
joyful, comfortable and safe trips on Tet holiday, Bridgestone launched an attractive 
promotion of “Buying 02 tires and get 01 free travel pillow” from 06 to 11 February 2018. 
 
For more information, customers can contact the hotline of B-shop Khang Ngo at 090 909 
8282. 
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